HOW TO USE A

TROJAN HORSE
Boats will have sailed away ings

Is it your greatest desire to eliminate all Trojans? Would you cherish the opportunity to
achieve the total destruction of Troy? Do you fantasize about ending the decade long
stalemate? Then this is for you... In this set of detailed, furthermore easy to follow set of
instructions, you will definitely be on your way to retrieving Helen! Before you know it you
will be coming back to Greece victorious! Don’t just stand there; get moving!

Method:
1. Initially, it is vital you collude with your men and tell them your scheme, this is best done by gathering all
your troops, young and skilful , old but knowledgeable, sergeants and all in between. Having already
built the wooden horse outside the citadel ramparts, you now need to secretly select twenty nine
people, however it must be your top priority to ensure Menelaus and Odysseus are among them.
2. Under the cover of midnight, stow the men you chose in the horse. Making sure your men are fully
protected‐ with the most outstanding in Greece‐ Hand each man a bow and quiver, with a sufficient
amount of arrows, hand crafted from the finest leather, subsequently command your men to burn down
the tents and pack up, giving the impression you have sailed home and surrendered!
3. As the next day dawns, every citizen will see the twenty men high ‘gift’ and due the to the fact that your
boats will have sailed away to a near by island (just above the horizon). They will feel it is safe to move
the horse into the citadel. Priam however, will think otherwise and will throw spears into the under side‐
to avoid detection you must dodge them silently. Although successfully dodging the spears, satisfaction
will not reach Priam’s council yet. Helen will volunteer, as planned, to use her voice of imitation to call
you as your beloved wifes, you will need to risist the immence temptation.
4. From beyond the horizon, your warriors will see a flash of light from Helen’s signal and know it is time to
move in.Do not breach the barrier untill your back up arrives. This is because if only thirty men raid Troy
somone will likely wake up and alert everyone, this can’t happen. Once backup arrives, take down the
guards and have no mercy when killing all the men, women and children , for they are Trojanes and
captured your queen! Once you are sure you are safe from the Trojans, assist King Menelaus in saving
his dearest Helen.

You will need:
 A fully assembled, birch
wood, Trojan horse.
 A sign for extra
persuasion!
 Patience is key
 A dozen quivers full of
arrows[ an iron tip is
recommended.]
 Bows as strong and as
accurate as Odysseus’.

“Brilliant, works
every time!”
Delphi Daily

There is no doubt about it, once you have read through these simple steps, your name will go down in history many try as the man who took Troy! It is unmistakeable that you posses the potential for great
things: you have many skills even the gods would envy! I wish you well on your daring quest- Good luck!

